Ref. No.: Stores/2016-17/247

Dated: 29/06/2016

Subject: Purchase of “Spirocef (PFT Filter) (Consumables) used along with Spirette in NDD Spirometer, NDD Switzerland Make, on Proprietary basis- Inviting comments thereon.

*****

The request received from Deptt.of Biochemistry Department, AIIMS Bhopal for the purchase of captioned Item from M/s. NDD Switzerland on Proprietary basis.

The Notice is being uploaded for general information of Aspirant Manufacturer/Dealer/Distributor to submit their objections/proposal, if any, on proprietorship of these items.

In case, the product of any Manufacturer/Authorized distributor/dealer conforms to the enclosed specifications, they may submit their proposal for the supply same Consumables along with the following:-

(i) Consumable brochure;
(ii) Point-by-point compliance of the enclosed specifications, along with all relevant documentary evidence;
(iii) Price quote inclusive of the cost, excise duty, sales tax/ VAT, packing & forwarding charges, transportation charges, Transit insurance and incidental services.

The objection/ proposal should be sent in sealed cover to The Stores Officer, AIIMS, Saket Nagar, Bhopal(462020) so as to reach on or before 20th July 2016 upto 14:00 Hrs., failing which it will be presumed that no any other vendor is interested to offer comments/protest and case will be decided accordingly on its merit.

The reference number Stores/2016-17/247, dated: 29/06/2016, due on 20/07/2016 should be superscribed on sealed envelope.

Yours faithfully,
STORES OFFICER

Encl:
1. Authorization Certificate
2. PAC Certificate.
Authorization Certificate

To
The Director
AIIMS
Bhopal-462020

This is to certify that

M/s Geetanshu Enterprises
B.O.: New BDA Complex, Shop No: 18,
Ground Floor, In Front of Matta Mandir,
Opp. CI Homes, Bhopal-462003(M.P)

are our authorized distributor to supply our products in your institute no
company or firm or individual other than M/s Geetanshu Enterprises are
authorized to bid, negotiate and conclude the contract in regard to this
business and we would extend our full support for the guarantee and warranty
as per terms and conditions of contract in respect of the above.

Thanking you,

Very Truly Yours,
For JK Medical Systems Pvt Ltd.,

R.SAHOO
Director

JK Medical Systems Private Limited

Tel: 04565-356466 | Fax: 04565-356634
Email: sales@jkmedsys.co.in | www.jkmedsys.co.in
TIN No. : 33H001342038 | GST No. : 33GAF30019910Z3
PAN No. : AACG645E

April 13, 2016
Proprietary Certificate

April 13 2016

To Whomever it may Concern;

This is to certify that NDD spirette are manufactured by NDD, Switzerland and only NDD are the sole manufactured of these devices across the globe and not available with any other companies. Hence Spires are considering as proprietary item.

JK Medical Systems Pvt. Ltd. is our exclusive business partner for India, Nepal, Bangladesh and Srilanka market. All NDD products & accessories can be procured from them locally.

Thanking you,

Juerg Anderauer
VP Sales & Marketing
Ndd Medizintechnik